ABSTRACT. An almost cosymplectic manifold M is a (2m + 1)-dimensional oriented Riemannian manifold endowed with a 2-form f2 of rank 2m, a 1-form r such that f2'"^q 0 and a vector field satisfying if2 0 and q() 1. Particular cases were considered in [3] and [6].
INTRODUCTION
In the last decade a series of papers have been devoted to almost cosymplectic manifolds M (f2, rl, , g). As is well known, an almost cosymplectic manifold M is an odd dimensional (say 2m + 1)
oriented manifold, where the triple (ff2,rl,) of tensor fields is i) a 2-form of rank 2m
ii) a 1-form r such that^r 0
iii) a vector field (called the Reeb vector field) such that i.f2 0 and rl() 1.
One has the following more studied cases: if2 and r are both closed forms. Then M is called a cosymplectic manifold. 2 dr 0, dff2 2r^if2. Then M is called a Kenmotsu manifold.
3 dr 09^r l, dff2 209^if2. Then M is called a locally conformal cosymplectic manifold (see [3] , [16] ). In this case 09 and its dual vector T b-(co) with respect to g is called the Lee form (or characteristic form) and Lee vector field respectively.
In the present paper we consider an almost cosymplectic manifold M(,rl, ,g) carrying a globally defined vector field T whose dual form b(T) is denoted by co.
NextdenotebyO=vect{eA'A=O,X,...,2m}anorthonormalvectorbasisonMandby{OAB]the associated connection forms. If the connection forms satisfy (T, ee^e a)^i s the wedge product, then one has VreA 0 Therefore we agree to say that M is structured by, a T-parallel connection. In this condition the following signtficative fact emerges: the almost cosymplectic structure x Sp(2m, R) of M moves to an exact locally contormal cosymplectc structure x Sp(2m, R) (abbreviated exact L.C.C.), having T (resp. to =-df/]') as Lee vector field (resp. Lee form).
Moreover any such a manifold M is a space form of curvature -2c and f is the energy function corresponding to a Hamiltonian vector field associated with T (in the sense of [3] ). If 0 (resp. represents the indexless (or generic) connection forms (resp. curvature ffrms) of M, then T defines an infinitesimal homothety of 0, t.e. LIO 2c0, and a relative infinitesimal T conformal transformation of (R) and V2, i.e. d(L.r(R) 2cto^(R), d(Lrg2 2ctoÎ n Section 3 the existence of a structure conffrmai vector field C on M is proved, i.e. The soldering tbrm dp is expressed by dp coa (R) 
VzC=XZ +g(Z,T)C-g(Z,C)T. XC(R)M, Z EI-'(TM
(1.14)
In 
Assume now that all the connection forms 0 satisfy -<T, en^ea>. 
STRUCTURE CONFORMAL VECTOR FIELDS ON AN EXACT (L.C.C.)-MANIFOLD
In consequence of some conformal properties induced by the T-parallel connection which structures M(Q,q,_,g) we are naturally led to see if the manifold M under consideration carries a structure conformal vector field C in the sense of I6], 15]. Therefore the covariant differential of C is expressed by VC=kdp +C^T=.dp +oo(DC-c(R)T. .C(R)M, ct-b(C). (3.6) By (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) it is seen that the existence of C is assured by an exterior differential system Y whose characteristic numbers are r--3, s0=2, Sl =1.
Then g is in involution in the sense of E. Cartan (i.e. r s, + s). Accordingly one may say that the existence of C depends on 2 arbitrary functions of one argument (E. Cartan's test). The eonformal scalar p associated with C(Lcg 9g) is given by O 2k. In the case under discussion we may define the complete lift ff2" of the structure 2-form of M by the 2-form of rank 4m on TM ffa"=Y(dv"^to"'+to"^dv"'), a=l m; a*=a+m. Taking now the exterior differential of f" one finds by (2.5) 
